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About This Game

Push The Crate: Remastered Edition is a 3D transport puzzle game with 100 level. Now remastered with improved visuals, UI
and gameplay mechanics. The player pushes crates around, trying to get them to the target locations. Push The Crate is build

with Unreal Engine 4 and privides a 3rd Person view and is available on Microsoft Windows 7 and above.
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Title: Push The Crate: Remastered Edition
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
West Forest Games
Publisher:
West Forest Games
Release Date: 12 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Win7/8/10 32-bit

Processor: Core 2 Duo E8200 2.66GHz or Phenom II X2 545

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible graphics card with at least 1GB dedicated VRAM.

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: The use of mobile GPUs can sometimes cause problems and is not recommended.
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Just bought this game and played 2nd level and noticed the block would shoot to the other side and force me to restart then when
it would move correctly it would then shoot past the gate and into the weeds making me restart.. not sure if that is intended or
just a flaw that needs to be fixed by the developer. otherwise this is a good game to play when you just want to wind down from
the big games and play something simple..
(sorry for run on sentences its 5:20am lol)
i recommend this title, and support the developers!. Enjoyable & relaxing!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=p7drGKT0PgY. For achievement hunters:

You shouldn\u00b4t buy this game. Because all six achievements are currently broken (at the time I write this review).. Pretty
horrible game. If there was brightness option I could play it more, but as of now I can't even see the fences cause it's so overly
bright. Even though there are screens and tags on the game about being First-Person viewed, I couldn't find way to play it from
anything other than bird view.
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Update v30250 released!:
A new version of Push the Crate is now live!

- updated to Unreal Engine 4.14- updated Steamworks integration- activated Steam Cloud- fixed glitch where it was possible
that the crate moves out of bounds. Archivement fix:
Hello everyone,

I worked the last days hard on a fix for the broken achievements and tried to figure out what might cause the problems. And
unfortunately I can't find any problems.

All archivements are triggered the same way, the setup for each of the is as it should be but for some reasons some archivements
won't work for some people.

As visible in the  global stats for some players all archivements are working fine, ppdating the Unreal Enging didn't solve the
problem. I have absolutly no idea what's the reason for this strange behaviour.

I'll try to fix this in the future and hope another Unreal Engine or Steamworks update can fix this, but right now I'm clueless.

I'm very sorry for this! There will be a sale in the next weeks and the price will be lowered because these features aren't working
as they should!. New Beta Version:
Hello,

a new Beta Version for Push The Crate is now available in the new publicBeta branch.

The new version changes how Achivements are triggered and from the current log files - all achievments get triggered.

Please take a short look into this beta (only ~25mb update size) and report your experience.. Push the Crate: Remastered
Edition now available!:

Push the Crate: Remastered Edition now available!
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